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Dictaphum II
WHERE HAVE WE HEARD SOMETHING LIKE THIS, BEFORE?
From Chicago Bar Association Bulletin (being songs from the
show given at its annual holiday dinner, December, 1936).
HOW WE RUN THE PAROLE BOARD
(Air: Tramp, Tramp, Tramp)
Down in Joliet the boys
Always make a lot of noise
While the sentence keeps their racket on (he blink;
For they feel it isn't fair,
That they cannot get a share
Of the swag that's lifted while they're in the clink.
Chorus:
So we let the boys go marching,
Marching out upon Parole;
We release a lousy horde,
That's the way we run the Board.
(Ironically) It perhaps may save an erring brother's soul.
CONVICT'S SONG--WHO'S AFRAID TO BREAK PAROLE?
(Tune: "Big Bad Wolf")
We jolly convicts here Restrictions when he's free
Enjoy the Chairman's beer, Restrict no parolee,
We laugh and shout, It cramps no style.
We'll soon be out, To be in a file
Of that we have no fear; And so we sing, sing we
Chorus:
Who's afraid to break parole, break parole, break parole,
Who's afraid to break parole, Certainly not me.
NEVADA INSISTS THAT THE LAWYERS, DO THE
SOLICITING
OMAR E. GARWOOD
Nevada Compiled Laws 1929, Section 621, is substantially as
follows:
It shall be unlawful for any person or persons within the State of
Nevada, unless he or they be an attorney at law, licensed to practice law
by virtue of the laws of the State of Nevada, to solicit, influence or pro-
cure any person within this state to employ, hire or retain any attorney
at law within this state for any legal services.-Nevada Compiled Laws
1929, Sec. 621.
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